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2.2 Stranger than Paradise – Realities
of Cinema, Architectural
Imageries, Circa 1956
Francisco Ferreira

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the proposals and thoughts
on architecture would once again move towards a hopeful – although
careful – insight over the modern imagery. Still sustained by ideals of
systematisation, standardisation, rationalisation and progress, such proposals and thoughts would, nevertheless, also correspond to a critique
of modernist orthodoxy, to the exaltation of the subjective, to an idea
of conflict and, consequently, to an architectural configuration of such
feelings. The rise of a subject who not only recognises but also allocates
to the conception of space a communication meaning – rather than a
formal one – would become a major influence on the way designers interpret the built environment, thus leading to the fragmentation of a
macro perception and to a repositioning of the principles and purposes
of architectural intervention. This, in turn, would lead to a reduction
of scale, which would naturally emphasise the importance of individual
space and of one’s habitat, but such a reduction would also bare the
idea of a globalised way of life, thoroughly connected, extensible and
infrastructured.
Modernism always progressed in the exact proportion to which it
configured itself as a movement of crisis. In this sense, we may assume
that to be modern is always to promote a fractured path, while holding
hope that the fracture will eventually become a home and that it may
be circumscribed, not only theoretically, but also historiographically –
i.e. temporally. After the ‘first machine age’, modern architecture found
itself at crossroads: from the debris of two world wars, the modernist
horizon would reappear as composed by disparate fragments, which
would simultaneously encompass symbolical views of the vernacular,
emotional bets on the present and hedonistic wishes for the future.
This means that what distances the first modern age from the one that
succeeds the Second World War is that within the latter, modernism
acknowledges and surrenders itself to an external temporal condition,
no longer imposing itself, in a positivistic way, as time itself. Such an
acknowledgement would bring to the fore the realisation that reality
is built upon discontinuities, thus transforming the modernist imagery
into an interspersed ideology, now closer to the circumstance of the
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intimate, individual desire. This would lead to a repositioning of the
modern towards the making of reality, from an inward, autonomous and
abstract-based condition, to one of openness and interaction with the
idea of circumstance, sustained in an operative critique of everyday life.
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the artistic and architectural
avant-gardes would thus engage on a reassessment of their creative
processes. They did so by incorporating an idea of daily life charged
with epistemological relevance and nourished by fewer scholarly cultural references –more popular, above all more ‘pop’ – and an ambiguous political context, swaying between a post-war fading optimism,
the growing scepticism resulting from the nuclear escalade and a fascination towards the imageries created by the growing research and news
on space travel. This reassessment would inevitably address the act of
inhabiting – understood now as an experience instead of a destiny –
through formulations of its configurations and its territorial and cultural
positioning, in a process of rediscovery of its new ethos. The future was
being intensely imagined from a present tainted by the idea of permanent
change and mobility together with a sense of wonder brought up by the
promises of new technologies, mainly as a means for the globalisation of
the human condition.
Architectural principles would inevitably feel the effects of these
assumptions, particularly those that traditionally characterised domestic
space, which, from here on, would come to incorporate in its formulation –
traditionally, a formulation of intimacy – a deduction of the act of inhabiting as both a creative and critical process. Such a formulation
would thus engage in a generic inquiry – more often into a provocation –
rejecting the condition of being a mere response or specific proposition,
as happened within the first age of modernism. This meant that form,
no longer unscathed in following function, would become in itself a
procedural figure, transforming the process of its conception and design into a system of thought and, above all, into an instrument for an
exchange between the architectural act, technology and the characterisation of territory. This is why the domestic building would grow closer
to the body – as a multifunctional complex structure – not just an object of mediation between man and environment anymore, but rather an
artificial extension for the manipulation of said environment.
This environmental and global awareness would overcome the character of contemporary domestic space with a reinforcement of its introspection, leading its architectural pathos into a paradox. We may find
this paradox perfectly encapsulated in 1956, through proposals such
as The House of the Future, created for The Daily Mail’s Ideal Home
Exhibition by architects Alison and Peter Smithson, as well as Richard
Hamilton’s ‘This is Tomorrow’ exhibition collage entitled, Just What
Is It That Makes Today’s Homes So Different, So Appealing? or Fred
Wilcox’s film Forbidden Planet. In all these cultural productions, there
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is a kind of predicament for a ‘civilisational’ reassertion, in which the
architecture of the home and its narratives seem to play an important
and relevant part. In fact, in these proposals, the conceptions of the
‘house’ seem to concentrate its main efforts towards the transformation
of intimate space into a sort of enclosed total environment, an existential
enclave of Edenic qualities, to be located anywhere or nowhere.
Just What Is It That Makes Today’s Homes So Different,
So Appealing?
In Richard Hamilton’s collage title for Group Two’s poster at the ‘This is
Tomorrow’ exhibition, the question ‘Just What Is It That Makes Today’s
Homes So Different So Appealing?’ may be understood, if read rhetorically, as both a statement and a proposal. It can be read as a statement
in that it immediately declares that, in fact, ‘today’s homes’ are already
different and appealing. It can be read as a proposal because the image
appears to be presenting a kind of atmosphere, which is understood to
effectively make a home ‘different’ and ‘appealing’. So, there is a twofold significance to Hamilton’s collage: it seems to recognise ‘today’s
homes’ as already different and appealing (in which it becomes a kind
of portrait), while at the same time, it also synthesises and reveals what
may produce such an effect (in which it projects a new image of what a
‘home’ could, effectively, become).
Although produced to be included in the exhibition’s catalogue, it was
not part of the exhibit (Robbins, 1990, p. 69) and was subsequently used
as a poster. Its creation, which only took a single morning, followed a
guide list of ‘things’ that Hamilton wanted to represent: “Man, Woman,
Humanity, History, Food, Newspaper, Cinema, TV, Telephone, Comics (picture information), Words (textual information), Tape recording
(aural information), Cars, Domestic Appliances, Space” (Stonard, 2007,
p. 613). 1 It is worth noting that Hamilton explained a specific purpose
for the comics, words and tape recording, respectively, highlighting the
issues of pictorial, textual and aural perception. In this sense, such items/
issues are included in the image conception, so as to produce an emphasis
on the sensorial quality of the space depicted. And although constructed
over a perspectival representation of a common living room – an advertisement image for the Armstrong Royal Floors taken from a June 1955
issue of the Ladies’ Home Journal was the basis for Just what is it…?
(Stonard, 2007, p. 615) – Hamilton’s collage may better be read as a flat
image in which an ambiguous figure and ground play establishes a feeling of simultaneity, rather than sequence.
From the point of view of optical projection, Just what is it…? holds
several inaccuracies, leading us to understand in it not an intention to
objectively represent space, but a will to subjectively conceive it. This
means that the scene depicted in Just what is it…? is not primarily
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defined through geometry, but through the interplay of two major situations, which Hamilton patched alongside or over each other. Although
we are led to understand the collage as a domestic scene with a twist
of pop indulgence thrown at it, a particularly striking result is the juxtaposition of such a scene together with a glimpse of an aerial view of
planet Earth that occupies the upper space of the image where before
a ceiling composed of painted wooden beams existed. Although occupying the major part of the image, the staging of the domestic scene is
clearly on par with the density and subsequent presence of the planet.
The portion, taken from A Hundred Mile High Portrait of Earth – from
a double-page feature published in Life magazine on 5 September 1955
(Stonard, 2007, pp. 615–616) – is actually turned upside down from
its original orientation, thus assuming a relative position towards the
image of the room. In this sense, it does not work as an image patched
onto the ceiling surface, but as an independent figure, one that actually
places the domestic scene within a cosmic scale. The room thus holds a
dimensional flexibility, which, together with the presence of the hovering planet above it, establishes an extensible but inclusive spatial bias.
The narrow black – or negative – space which mediates the image of the
planet with that of the interior of the room is but a portion of a continuous background that, while holding both objects, is consequently determined by their presence and contour. Both room and planet are figures
that share an equivalent importance and presence within the composition and are as complementary to each other as they are improbable in
the way as such a complementarity is depicted. Just what is it…? is an
image representing the overlapping status of the universal and the particular through a simultaneous interplay of the senses: the extension and
depth of cosmic space resonate inside the room scene and articulate with
its domestic atmosphere.
Just what is it…? may then be thought of as a spatial phenomenal
‘construction’, one that dislocates the geographical context of the original image, in that the domestic interior becomes the interior of a space
capsule either in orbit or departing from Earth. In doing so, it is simultaneously evoking the idea of a new civilisational beginning, represented
through the relaxed and proud pose of the two naked figures who, as
original Man and Woman – Richard Hamilton referred to these characters as Adam and Eve (Stonard, 2007, p. 618) – inhabit this new environment as if it contained the whole of humanity’s cultural and historical
futures.

House of the Future
Commissioned to be a part of the ‘60 Years On’ section of the Daily
Mail Jubilee Display, which was an integral part of the Daily Mail
Ideal Home Exhibition, the House of the Future, designed by architects
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Alison and Peter Smithson, projected a mere 25 years into the future,
for, as was stated by its authors, “this period is likely to produce as many
revolutionary changes as the past one hundred years” (Alison & Peter
Smithson quoted in Colomina, 2007, pp. 215–216). Similar to the artefacts on the accompanying displays focusing on the space programme,
the House of the Future presented itself, first and foremost, as an image
to be consumed: not being a real prototype for the modern house but a
fictional realisation of an imagery deeply influenced by both the space
age cultural context and the anguished atmosphere evolving around the
nuclear threat, this house – displayed as a human scale model – would
enunciate itself as a territory. Not only did it establish a limit, preventing
any immediate or literal connection with its surroundings, it actually
built itself as an autonomous compact and enclosed object. It was, in this
sense, a domestic space conceived as a last resort for survival, overlapping an act of appropriation with one of defence.
As a way to metaphorically charge such a strange architectural
apparatus, the Smithsons gave specific instructions to the exhibition organisers to include on the inside of the house, “a book, to lie open at a
space man plate, on one of the chairs, and a snap of someone on MARS
to be placed in a silver frame in a compartment on the dressing room”
(Colomina, 2007, p. 214). Adding to these references, the Smithsons
also requested an underwater film, like The Silent World (Le monde
du silence, Jacques-Yves Cousteau & Louis Malle, 1956), to “be shown
on the back projection TV, to run longer than it would take a person
to complete a circuit of the house” (Alison & Peter Smithson quoted
in Colomina, 2007, p. 228). In this way, the H.O.F. also “becomes a
submarine, moving underwater with the TV built into the wall as a
porthole, and the gasket joints running across every surface preventing
any leaks” (Colomina, 2007, p. 228). Although having been described
by the Smithsons as being “designed to build up into a dense mass”
(Alison & Peter Smithson, 1994, p. 115), the H.O.F., Colomina states,
“was likewise a science-fiction vehicle. Even what was playing on TV
reinforced the sense of a moving space cut out from the terrestrial world”
(2007, p. 214).
In the issue of 12 March 1956, the Daily Mail newspaper presented
a description of the House of the Future, as told by two special visitors, the siblings Barbara and Hugh Clift, who were just nine and
seven years old, respectively. Beginning the article – written by Patricia
Keighran, to whom presumably the siblings had described their views
on the house – a title read: “The Clift children see a house of magic
which will welcome them as grown-ups” (1956, p. 3). There are two
images accompanying the article: the first shows a mid-close documentary portrait of the Clift children, holding hands, standing on top of
the elevator living room table and looking up to the camera as they
themselves explain
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[w]ell we went into the living-room of the House of the Future and
it was weird, and we felt a bit lost, especially when someone said we
were standing on the table. The table turned out to be great fun. It
comes out of the floor when you need it.
(Keighran, 1956, p. 3)
The second image is much more elaborate: while the upper point of
view is maintained, a wider view of the living room is depicted – one
that shows a glimpse of an interior garden – with a couple of make
believe inhabitants – apparently called Anne and Peter. Juxtaposed to
the picture, a series of comic-like labels identifies every item in view,
including the fact that the characters are wearing all nylon clothes. The
labels mainly describe the gadgetry quality of the objects: among others, there is a “trolley with warmed compartment and infrared griller”,
“air- conditioning controls and a loud-speaking telephone which records
message” or a “sunken self-rising bath” (Keighran, 1956, p. 3). Similar
to Hamilton’s home of today, the House of the Future was depicted as
a contained environment full of objects. Accompanying the Daily Mail
article on the Clifts’ visit, an exclamation that we may attribute to either
the children or the inhabitants themselves mediates the two pictures and
states the fantastic allure of the space: “Look! We’re in Wonderland”
(Keighran, 1956, p. 3).
The paradoxical glamour emanating from the staged interior of this
house thus becomes a re-enactment of a beginning, a new beginning. For,
as if it were a theatrical production, actors were hired, clothes designed
and scenes choreographed, so that those visiting the house – a visit limited to a peripheral elevated path – could have a glimpse of the daily
atmosphere and experience of such an environment, an atmosphere that
was further enhanced with the presence of the enigmatic interior garden, created by the architects as a direct evocation of the biblical Eden.
Peter Smithson addresses a 1,400 German painting entitled The Garden
of Paradise as one of the “conscious cribs” of the House of the Future
(Colomina, 2000, p. 24). This conscious use of such imagery, as stated
by Smithson, thus puts upon this house – pragmatically designed to be a
technological standardised device – a specific significance and purpose,
as it becomes a means of reconstructing a very particular mythological
moment, transformed into a spatial experience, which aims at preceding
any sort of technological knowledge or existential anxiety.
Forbidden Planet
Forbidden Planet, a 1956 film directed by Fred Wilcox and produced
by MGM, delved into the idea of space travel and the discovery of new
civilisations and technological capabilities. It did so in a way in which
technology was to be seen, in its most fundamental reason of being, as
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a human, natural factor. Presented as a big production by the studios,
Forbidden Planet adapted William Shakespeare’s The Tempest (1611)
and aimed at overcoming the success of previous science fiction films.
The film starts with the arrival of a search party from Earth to planet
Altair IV, attempting to find out what happened to a previous scientific
exploration group who had mysteriously disappeared. In a scan previous to their descent upon the estranged planet, Lieutenant Jerry Farman
declares: “I may be missing some kind of individual structure, but there
are no cities, ports, roads, bridges, damns… there is no sign of civilisation!” In fact, Lieutenant Jerry Farman was missing the presence of a
house: the home of Morbius, a scientist from the previous group, and
Altaira, his native-born daughter.
Shaped like a flying saucer – which, interestingly, is also the shape
of the Earth’s spaceship, a choice of design that we believe acknowledges the alien condition of the human species in the planet – the house
of Dr. Morbius and Altaira is the only built structure on the planet.
The ‘residence’, 2 although located in a desolated, wild and sterile landscape, is paradoxically surrounded by an unexpected and luxurious
garden. Unlike the House of the Future, it is the garden that encloses the
domestic territory, thus isolating it from the menacing exterior scenery.
Nevertheless, and almost as wishing to go against this close and rather
kind landscape, the interior of the house is carved into a rock, producing
a rather austere and cavernous feeling.
During the first part of the film, while the premises of the plot are unfolding, we lead to observe the characters’ interactions with the house:
space is continuous between its interior and the garden, its foundational
and original character reinforced with the presence of wild animals
(such as dears, a tiger and a monkey), hanging out peacefully with each
other, but also with the house inhabitants, especially with Dr. Morbius’
daughter Altaira, whose appalling innocence subliminally emphasises
the will to create a pure and domesticated territory. Akin to the Smithsons’ House of the Future, but also to Hamilton’s Today House, Altair
IV’s residence is not only ‘different’ or ‘appealing’ because of its form
and technological infrastructure, but mainly for its qualities as a mechanism for survival, defined as an idealised total environment. As with the
House of the Future, Morbius and Altaira’s house is conceived as a safe
place in an imaginary world, a docile place encased within a dreadful
atmosphere originating in the demise of the remaining members of the
scientific campaign at the hands of a strange “planetary force, a terrible, incomprehensible and dark force”, as put by Dr. Morbius himself.
To prevent further attacks from such a force, which we are allowed to
observe as the film progresses in its destructive manifestations towards
any sort of matter, Dr. Morbius demonstrates a defensive system to his
visitors, which, from a single movement of the hand over a photovoltaic
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cell, allows the house to become completely and quickly enclosed, thus
literally becoming an armoured fortress.
Stationed nearby, the Earth’s ship commanded by skipper J. J. Adams
adopts a similar defensive attitude: a perimeter is set around it, along
which an electrical fence reinforces the ship’s sealed surface. Here,
as in the House of the Future, “the latest technologies are used to
establish a sense of security” (Colomina, 2007, p. 228). In fact, ending
the first encounter between the Earth’s spaceship crew members and
Dr. Morbius, the latter insists on warning commander Adams about the
perils of staying on the planet. To reinforce his point, he reveals the place
where the dead crew members of his own party are buried: a graveyard, well within the house’s visual range, is sighted by both, establishing an uncanny transition between the garden and the wild landscape
surrounding it. The Eden-like setting, then, while representing a place of
quietude and purity, still exists within an area of impending disaster and
holds the memory of death.
Throughout the film, we end up learning that Altair IV has a nuclear
core with an almost unlimited power that feeds a fully functional technological centre, once pertaining to an incredibly advanced civilisation,
the Krell. Such spaces are, in turn, connected to the house by bunkered
underground corridors. Such a power, we will also learn, is the same
that, upon contact with the mind, unleashes its darkest fears as ghostly
electrical monsters that attack anything it subconsciously feels as representing a menace. Thus, the domestic armoured house of Altair IV –
half-spaceship, half-cave – becomes both a territory of defence and the
womb of a subliminal anxiety on gaining control over the unknown.
The film ends with Morbius unable to resist the uncontrolled fury
of his own mind, which turned out to be the unconscious origin of the
‘planetary force’, a consequence of his previous interactions with the
Krell’s technology – one “capable of harnessing the collective power of
thought, sending it anywhere in the universe they chose in any shape
or form they wished” (Hollings, 2008, p. 177). Marvelling at such an
achievement, Dr. Ostrow, one of the Earth’s visiting crew members to
the planet, wonders: “a civilisation without instrumentality!”
As a cinematic device, the house of Dr. Morbius and Altaira is treated
rather bluntly, just on par with the rest of the film’s décor. Entirely shot
on set, the house – together with its bunkered huge underground – and
Earth’s spaceship are the only structures to stand out from the painted
backgrounds. Their main purpose is, nevertheless, not one of constructing believable settings in which to contextualise the narrative, but to present themselves as a substantial part of such narrative. In this sense, the
film does not substantially try to be credible with the places it presents in
the sense that we, as spectators, should actually feel as watching a story
set on another planet, but unfolds as if we were watching the unravelling
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of a play, in which the sets become characters in their own right, as a
discourse transformed into topoi. Apart from some other minor scenes,
the film sets its main action between the place where Earth’s spaceship
landed – its presence always central to each scene – and Dr. Morbius and
Altaira’s house, where the story actually comes into being: it is through
the interaction of the characters themselves, and with this strange domestic environment, that the pace of the film gains momentum.
The ulterior spaces underneath the house lead both characters and
viewers to discover the underground world of the Krell, which, contrary to the flattened feel of the rest of the film, becomes a space with
depth and scale. The camera hovers over it in the sequence of its revelation as a whole, making quite difficult to identify the presence of the
characters that explore it. In doing so, the film amplifies the fundamentals of representation and the architectural ability to create powerful and operative images. Such images, which are more than mere
bi-dimensional illustrations, appear to us as simulacra, as something
that do not exist outside the realm of their own representation, thus
configuring themselves as an actual experience. Similar to the enactment that was held at the House of the Future – one that was not only a
performance for the exhibition, but a fundamental part of the fictional
narrative contained in the concept and imagery of the house, and thus
of architecture – the set design structures in Forbidden Planet – within
the scope and ‘reality’ of their being as film, thus as cinema – become a
means to establish space (place) and time (sequence) not as frame, but
as subjects of an ever going path onto the discovery and representation
of the unknown.

Stranger than Paradise
In Modern Architecture’s first machine age conceptions, interior space
established a direct connection with its surroundings. In its more radical realisations, the curtain wall enclosure aimed at positioning ‘Man’,
always and continuously, within a broader physical and visual context.
In Toward an Architecture, Le Corbusier would state that “the outside
is always an inside” (2007, p. 224), thus establishing a structural liaison
between the exterior and the interior that framed a sort of inversion
between more canonical definitions of place and architecture. Writing
from a point of view that enhances the power of vision over any other of
Man’s senses, Le Corbusier’s statement – prior to any other proposition –
implies the exterior as matter for the interior, thus reinforcing the
character of the site as an operative instrument for the organisation of
any architectural intervention.
The examples discussed earlier, conceived within a context of revision
of the early modern architectural assumptions and in a moment of
cultural and social reactions to the war’s devastation, together with
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a growing insecurity towards the nuclear menace, seem to cut away
from some of the most established modernist considerations, transforming the space of the interior into an absolute environment. The
built-in TV showing underwater landscapes in the Smithson’s House
of the Future is, in this sense, the equivalent to both the upper view
and the presence of planet Earth in Hamilton’s Today House collage,
and to the surrounding desert of Dr. Morbius and Altaira’s residence
in Forbidden Planet. Each one of these images, to which each one of
the architectural structures opposes, determines a connection based
on a confrontation with each one of the inner spaces. Consequently,
from the point of view that conceives each one of these places, to be
inside means to inhabit a subjective desire for the exterior that, at the
same time, is feared. In this sense, each one of these houses may be
interpreted not only as a projection in time, but above all as a sort of
spatial interjection. They are exquisite domestic environments that –
“Look! We’re in Wonderland” – encapsulate paradoxical and strange
dimensions, scales and existential routines: they act as small breaches
in the space-time continuum, abnormal and fragmented architectural
and cultural events that, nevertheless, are able to encapsulate the whole
of the cosmos.

Notes
1 According to Stonard, The list is reprinted in R. Hamilton: Collected Works
(1953–1982), London, 1982, p. 24. There is no copy of this list in Hamilton’s
archive.
2 As it is called by Robbie, the Robot, the house’s all-in-one butler, maid and
appliance, who would make a curious but enthusiastic appearance on the
‘This is Tomorrow’ exhibition.
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